Scope of the Thematic Issue

Repurposing of approved drugs or clinical candidates with known pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties and toxicity profiles is being recognized as one of the potential strategies to meet the growing demand for effective, accessible, and affordable drugs for common and rare human ailments [1]. There have been many successes in this field and include the stories of Sildenafil, originally developed as an antihypertensive drug but later used for the treatment of erectile dysfunction and thalidomide, a drug currently used against cancer, infectious diseases, and autoimmune diseases that finds its origin as an antiemetics, among others, in the late 1950s [2, 3]. Although these were serendipitous ‘re-discoveries’, the known pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties, toxicity profiles, and the retrospective analysis of clinical effects from use against the original indication have a major impact on finding a new use of an old drug [1, 2]. Currently, several drugs or drug-like candidates against non-oncology indications, such as aspirin, disulfiram, ritonavir, curcumin, chloroquine, rapamycin, etc. are under investigation as potential anticancer candidates [1]. Conversely, many approved oncology drugs are being investigated as candidates against COVID-19 infection [4], infectious diseases [5], and neurodegenerative diseases [2, 6, 7]. Given the wide scope of drug repurposing for human diseases, this issue aims to focus on the repurposing of non-oncology drugs for cancer and oncology drugs for neurodegenerative and infectious diseases. Contributions to this issue in the form of review articles may focus on current knowledge and pros and cons of drug repurposing, and original articles may present work from basic to nonclinical research, including the use of medicinal chemistry in the designing and synthesis of better candidates with improved biological activities. You may submit your manuscript now or till May 31, 2021. Authors are also encouraged to send a tentative title or/and short abstract to the Editorial office or the Guest Editor in advance.
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